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Richard Abruzzo’s AA-6 (and AA-7)
World Record Flight
February 2-5, 2003
by Ray Bair
photos from Andreas Biernstihl

The Pacific Coast of Southern California just north
of San Diego is characterized by well defined sandy
beaches. The Atlantic Coast of South Georgia is less
well defined with tidewater areas, swamps and stands
of trees. Richard Abruzzo saw them both on his
historic and record breaking coast-to-coast flight. The
flight began from the Torrey Pines Gliderport just
minutes north of San Diego and close to the University
of California at San Diego campus. It ended about 55
miles south of Savannah, Georgia near the coastal city
of Brunswick. The flight covered 2079 statute miles,
breaking the record of 2001 miles set in 1983 by Joseph
Kittinger. It was also the first solo transcontinental
balloon flight.
Richard and his meteorologist, John Ground, and
ground coordinator, Ray Bair, visited the site the
summer before, meeting the Gliderport Operator, David
Jebb and local balloonists John Ninomiya and Jerry

Ray Bair and Richard Abruzzo strategizing for Richard’s
solo transcontinental record flight, or enjoying the ocean?
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Sebby. The local
contacts welcomed the
attempt and provided
invaluable information
on the region’s wind
and weather patterns
as well as guidance
regarding the complex
airspace in the area.
On the weekend
of the flight, the
equipment was
driven from
Albuquerque by
crewmembers
Leonard Saiz and Jeremy Dorcas, who also provided
chase once the flight began. The ballast sandbags were
filled and the system was assembled on Saturday. All
the equipment was checked out and wrapped up for an
overnight stay. Just before sunrise everyone converged
on the scene with the waiting helium truck that had been
arranged by Randy Sloan of Matheson Tri-Gas in
Albuquerque. Final preparations were completed and
the gas was turned on at 7:23 a.m. Pacific Standard
Time. Just over 45 minutes later the fill was complete
and the balloon stood ready to go.
Continual contact with John Ground suggested a
delayed launch was advisable, perhaps as late as 2:00 or
3:00 p.m. This advice was based on the trajectory
forecast. Local forecasts called for increasing afternoon
winds. It all finally came together and the balloon was
launched exactly at 12:00 noon PST. The launch was
witnessed by a number of spectators who were at the
Gliderport to see the hangliders and paragliders so
prevalent in the area.
As the balloon lifted off, it traveled first to the east
and then gradually curved to the south and even a little
west. The flight path was over downtown San Diego,
then over Coronado, a touch of the ocean, and then off
in a southeast direction over Tijuana, Mexico. The plan
called for quickly climbing to 10,000 feet to get into the
southeast flow as soon as possible, and also to clear the
San Diego Class B airspace.
Continued on Page 2
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EDITORS’ COLUMN
by Peter Cuneo & Barbara Fricke

Driving to a Southwurst Sparelines, Monday
morning, cattle-car, business flight, we unexpectedly,
saw two perfectly white, perfect spheres, in the sky to
the west, lit by the morning sun, floating gently down
the Rio Grande valley. Talk about mixed emotions, so
wonderful, so near and yet so remote was my (Peter’s)
sad dilemma. Gas ballooning is alive and well, with
three flights in the last month in Albuquerque plus
Richard Abruzzo’s record flight.
Congratulations are due to Richard for a truly
magnificent flight (see our front page article and
Ballooning’s upcoming one) and to Gary Johnson who
took a gas check ride (!) from DPE Ray Bair to
become the first person in a truly long time to receive a
pilot’s certificate with the wording “limited to lighterthan-air free balloon without airborne heater” – think
about that.
On another note, this newsletter now has
competition, the Central Texas Ballooning Association
has started a Gas Division Newsletter. For a copy,
contact Greg Winker at greg@winker.net .

Peter & Barbara

Correction: Last issue we listed Richard’s son, Rico,
as having been born on Dec. 12, that should have been
Dec. 21st. Sorry for the error!
DISCLAIMER: Information contained in this newsletter
is the most up-to-date and correct information possible.
The editors, the BFA and its Gas Division officers are not
responsible for the accuracy of the material printed.
Opinions expressed in it are solely those of the individual
authors and are not an expression of the official views of
the editors, the officers of the BFA or its Gas Division.

The early segments of the flight were somewhat
slower than expected and relatively uneventful. The
flight path took Richard over portions of Baja California
and the northern reaches of the Gulf of California. It
continued over Hermasillo, the Sierra Madre Mountains
and Chihuahua, Mexico. It was in the Chihuahua area
that concern began to grow as wind speeds became
lighter and the direction continued in an ESE direction.
It was early evening on Monday by this time and one of
the questions was whether Richard would run out of
land on the Mexican Gulf Coast before sunrise the next
morning. He was assured by his ground support that
even if this happened, he would still have winds to
overfly the Gulf of Mexico and make it to Florida. Just
after sunset, by climbing to about 11,300, Richard
enjoyed a welcome left turn and increased speeds. By
morning on Tuesday, he re-entered the United States
near Presidio, Texas. The Air Traffic Controllers in
Mexico had been very helpful and cooperative
throughout as he traveled through the sectors controlled
by Mazatlan and Monterrey Centers.
The flight across Texas was painfully slow and with
the stall experienced around Chihuahua, the mission
seemed in jeopardy. The balloon passed over Austin,
Texas, just south of the Temporary Flight Restriction
established for the space shuttle Columbia wreckage,
and on to the Class B airspace around Houston. As
Tuesday’s nightfall approached in east Texas, the
concerns were the not-fast-enough-winds and once again
the potential of being blown out over the Gulf of
Mexico. Two days of flight had been completed and,
while ballast was OK, it was clear there was not enough
to continue beyond Wednesday afternoon. Therefore,
the only chance of success was to expend ballast on
Tuesday night, get as high as reasonable and catch the
best winds flowing east.
Having done that, it was a pleasant discovery to find
on Wednesday morning the overnight winds of over 35
knots had carried the balloon well eastward. The next
piece of strategy was to take advantage of the morning

Richard Abruzzo’s track across North America.
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heating and some ballast to take the balloon
above 17,000 feet. This worked well and the
wind speeds picked up even more. Now the East
Coast objective seemed within reach. The team
was unable to relax, however, as the complex
airspace over the Gulf States presented the next
challenge. Beyond Pensacola, the biggest hurdle
was the restricted airspace around Eglin Air
Force Base, which went from the surface to
unlimited. Not only was it there, but it was
active. We were informed “the firing” would
end at 0800 local time. Our projected flight path
went through the northern five miles of the
designated area, our arrival was about 0745. The
Eglin controllers understood the significance of
our transit and granted permission. One bit of
airspace just north of Valdosta, Georgia
presented the final problem. This space, too, was
active with jet trainers. Richard managed a little
shuteye while transiting this area while Ray
worked with the Jacksonville controllers who
granted permission to transit and said they would
keep the trainers at a distance.
With ballast now at a premium, Richard
planned the final stage of the flight; a descent
from over 17,000 feet to a sea level landing. The
surface winds were forecast to be from the north.
A descent too slow would take the balloon out
over the Atlantic Ocean. A descent too fast
would be uncomfortably close to the current
record. The actual descent took the balloon over
Waycross continuing in an eastward direction.
On the way down the speed slowly decreased
from a peak of 57 mph and the balloon began to
turn south. Nearing the surface, Richard
confirmed with John and Ray that the record was
achieved and he could look for a landing site.
The surface winds did carry the balloon to
the south and slightly west, but only by a couple
of miles. The landing occurred at 4:20 p.m. EST
Wednesday evening, just over 73 hours after
launch. A total of 2079 statute miles from
Torrey Pines had been covered. The balloon was
lodged in soft pines with the gondola and
Richard safely on the ground. The crew arrived
somewhat later and with the sun already below
the horizon, the decision was made to leave the
system until morning.
In the morning the landowner, John Quincy
Adams, helped the crew extricate the balloon. A
few trees were felled to recover the balloon and
provide a path for the chase truck. A few hours
later the job was done. It was off to lunch.
Another balloon record was in the books.
■

Cheri’s Reminiscences of the America’s
Challenge
by Cheri White
photos from Cheri White

October 5th is quickly approaching and I am nervous as
a cat. This is launch day of the 7th America’s Challenge, a
gas balloon distance race out of Albuquerque. I am flying
co-pilot with Mark Sullivan, a man of many flights, titles
and lots of gas ballooning experience. Even though I know
I am flying with the best, I am plagued by questions of what
clothes to wear for warmth, what food to bring, how to sleep
and how to manage time in a 3-½ ft by 4-½ ft basket for a
potential three days and nights. To calm myself, I spend
many hours talking to my gas friends about their
experiences and thoughts, reading all the manuals and gas
ballooning books I can find, relearning airspace and
sectionals, studying weather patterns and taking lots of yoga
classes.
The day arrives and we have a briefing at noon.
Although there is some severe weather in Texas, the weather
in Albuquerque is good for a launch. We spend the next
few hours getting the balloon set up, picking up gear, taking
a quick bath and talking to our meteorologist. I start to
panic because the launch time is approaching and we have
not had a chance to buy our food. Luckily mom and dad are
there and pick up some groceries for us. We are 7th to
launch and the launch is perfect. It was a beautiful sight
looking down on the other balloons and all the friends and
family that had gathered to see us off.

Cheri White during October 2002 flight

I am calm now, except that I forgot to go to the
bathroom! Time to test out that funny looking apparatus
and yes, we also have a portable toilet seat on board. Now
it is time to fly. There is a lot of lightning in the distance
that gives us a little fright. A quick call to John, our
weatherman assures us that we are not going to run into it.
After the storm dissipates, the night becomes very
peaceful. Mark sleeps while I watch shooting stars, listen
to coyotes and cows, and learn how to fly the balloon.
Mark wakes up around 5:30 a.m. and takes over. It is my
Continued on Page 4
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turn to sleep. When I awake, it is bright sunshine.
We each eat an apple and down a vitamin C drink.
As we are eating, I am amazed at the silence. You
can actually hear every crunch of apple and every
breath you take. Now this is the life. We are
floating above beautiful scenery with complete
silence. We cross into Texas and then Oklahoma
today. While flying over Oklahoma, I keep hearing
a banging noise from the ground. I am searching
everywhere for the source of the noise and hoping
it goes away soon. When the sound starts to
ricochet off the balloon I decide it is time to wake
up Mark. He opens one eye and mumbles
something about a one armed well and falls back
asleep. I am relieved that no one is shooting at us.
For dinner, we each have a delicious tuna fish
sandwich from Irene, Mark’s wife. This turned out
to be our main meal every day. When you fly at
altitude you really do not develop much of an
appetite. We almost had to force ourselves to eat.
With the second night approaching, it is
decision time on whether to keep flying. There is
still a lot of weather around us and several balloons
have landed. Another call to John and we decide to
keep flying. The sunset is beautiful tonight over
Oklahoma. It is hard to describe the beauty and the
majestical moment of blissful silence that occurs as
the sun leaves. I quietly tell it that I will be
awaiting its bright and early return. I fly until about
12:30 a.m. and then I crater. Mark takes the
graveyard shift tonight while I sleep. We fly
between Tulsa and Oklahoma City and then head
into Arkansas. I forgot to mention our wonderful
chase crew of Harris Goodwin and his son Carl.
They have been with us all along the trip and even
have us in visual contact at some points along the
route. They are also taking turns driving and
sleeping in the truck. Although every time we talk
to them, they seem to tell us about another great
restaurant where they are going to stop. It is always
comforting to be able to call and talk with them
along the way. They are now in Arkansas sleeping
on the side of the road. During the day, we cross
right over Little Rock at 12,900 ft MSL. We carry
a mode C transponder and aircraft radio so we are
able to talk to the air traffic controllers.
Next important milestone of the flight is
crossing the Mississippi River. We celebrate by
eating snickers and chocolate covered coffee beans.
As night approaches, it is again decision time. We
count and recount our remaining ballast and check
on the weather and decide to go for another night.
To stay in faster winds, we need to fly at an altitude

around 11,000 ft.
Unfortunately we do
not have enough
ballast to do this.
Mark goes to sleep
and tells me not to use
any sand. As I watch
the balloon starting to
descend, I start
looking for ballast. I
throw out my granola,
dried fruit and
almonds. When Mark
takes over later in the
Mark Sullivan during flight.
night, he rummages
through the bag and throws out the peanut butter,
cherries and other food. The lower altitude keeps us
over Birmingham, Alabama most of the night moving
at an average of only 7 mph. At this point we know
that there is no way to beat Richard Abruzzo’s landing
in Delaware but we are still hopeful for third and maybe
second place.
The next day we are able to superheat to 16,000 ft
to ride the faster winds. At this altitude, we are both on
oxygen for most of the day. The clouds develop below
us and we are heading straight for Atlanta, Georgia. I
plot our course to be just north of Atlanta airport’s 30
mile ring. As we get closer we start seeing the planes
descending down into the cloud deck beside us. Soon
after that we see a jet come up right in front of us and
tip its wings to us. I get really nervous knowing the
departure path is in front of us and that we are going to
pass right through it. We call the controllers and alert
them to our location and they put planes in the busiest
airport in the USA in a holding pattern until we pass. It
was funny listening to the pilots calling us “a big
weather balloon” and a “hot air balloon”. They were
surprised to see us up there.
We are trying to get as much distance from Atlanta
before we start afternoon cooling and have to descend.
Mark has made some extra bags full of batteries just in
case we need more ballast for landing. The clouds are
still thick and we start to see some building up in the
distance. A call to flight service in Gainesville, the next
town we will approach gives us a good weather report
of VFR, 2000 cloud deck broken, light rain and light
winds on the surface. As we are looking for
Gainesville, the sun goes behind a cirrus cloud and the
balloon starts dropping. We only have 5 bags of sand
and two bags of batteries to stop us. We are falling at
over 600 ft per minute. I am packing everything away
in the basket while Mark lets out sand. The sand is
actually going up and getting all over us. Mark drops
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our last bag of sand at 200 ft and we stabilize for a
moment and then start diving down towards the
trees. We throw out the batteries, the ice chest, and
the food bag and are frantically searching for other
things to throw. We then release the trail rope and
the balloon stops in the very tops of the trees. We
maneuver to a clear area in the middle of a swamp
and land. I jump out in my socks with swamp water
up to my thighs and pull the balloon to a clearing.
All I can think about is alligators and snakes. As we
were hitting the trees, I heard the sirens coming and
knew they were coming for us. A few minutes later
the Homer EMS, Fire, Sheriff and local residents
come running through the trees to see if we are ok.
Our crew is right there also and with the assistance
of the “Heroes of Homer, Georgia”, we are out of
the swamp and woods by dark. I was covered with
swamp mud; hungry and tired yet I knew that this
was truly one of the best adventures of my life and

Mark and Cheri with “Heroes of Homer”.

that I was hooked on gas ballooning. We flew 1310
miles in 67.15 hours for a third place finish in the
America’s Challenge.
■

ABQ Training Flights
Johnny Petrehn, Scott McClinton and Richard Sabin’s Flight
February 16, 2003 (Photos from Johnny Petrehn)
Somehow, between the torrential downpours
going on in the Southwest and one of the winter’s
more vicious snowstorms reaking havoc in the
Midwest, we found 16 perfect hours under February’s
full moon to sneak in a gas training flight out of
Albuquerque.
The reason for this flight more than anything else
- cabin fever. It has been a long, cold winter. For
Scott McClinton of Louisville, KY, and Richard Sabin
of Longview
TX, it was a
chance to learn
to fly gas and
remove the
“With Onboard
Heater”
limitation from
their pilots’
certificates. I
was excited
about this flight
because it was
my first
opportunity to
fly hydrogen.

I have to start by thanking Jim Herschend for the
use of “Snowbird,” his fairly new and wonderful
hydrogen capable Wörner Gas Balloon. More thanks
must go to Mark Sullivan for coordinating the gas, for
showing me the “right” way to put up a Wörner, and
for sharing his knowledge of hydrogen ballooning.
Additional thanks to Goodie for the dry sand, to Bruce
Hale for the pre-filled weigh down bags, and to Susan
Genett’s Real Weather for the exceptional forecasting.
The hydrogen truck arrived just before five, was
gone by five thirty, and we were in the air by a quarter
to six. Liftoff went as smooth as possible, departing to
the west around the towers. Near sunset, we had to
pull up the lights for a few minutes because we were
flying so low that we did not want to dunk them into
the Rio Grande. At the same time, one large, full, and
bright moon was rising over the Sandia Mountain.
Our flight path slowly took us north, then to the
east around the mountain as we gained altitude and
speed. At 8000 MSL over Santa Rosa, NM, we had a
great direction, toward the East, to keep us clear of any
undesirable airspace and great speeds, up to 50 mph,
allowing us to cover some good real estate. At our
highest altitude, I don’t think the temperature got
below 40F, not too bad for February.
Continued on Page 6
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After a beautiful sunrise and a favorable surface
condition report from the crew, Scott and Richard
brought the balloon down toward the surface (ironically
over Turkey, Texas). On the surface, we found a 5-10
mph wind with 90 degrees of steering within a couple
hundred feet. Scott and Richard had a chance to really
fly and maneuver the balloon. They got to spend four
hours, wasting 22 bags of sand, making approaches, and
doing touch and goes. Upon landing, we were even able
to walk the balloon over to a more favorable area to
deflate.

The parachute top in this balloon is a thing of genius.
No nuts and bolts. It offers a sensitive vent and a rapid
deflation, all with the same rope. As far as my first
experience with hydrogen, absolutely fantastic. I sure
could not tell much of a difference in the gases at all. The
hydrogen settled into the night just like helium does.
Thanks again to Mark Sullivan and Fiesta for making
hydrogen an option again here in the U.S. I am looking
forward to my next hydrogen flight.
Congratulations to Scott McClinton and Richard
Sabin, two of our newest gas rated pilots.
■

Gary Johnson, Ray Bair, and Richard Abruzzo’s Flight
Bruce Hale and Scott Cumming’s Flight
March 10, 2003 (Photos from Hugh Ellenberger)

Richard Abruzzo, Ray Bair and Gary Johnson

On the morning of March 10th, two hydrogen
balloons launched from Fiesta Park. They had
planned on an overnight flight, but the wind direction
was not favorable. So they loaded the balloons down
with ballast and waited for sunrise to launch. One of
the balloons was piloted by Bruce Hale who had a
student gas pilot, Scott Cummings, along for training.
The other balloon had Ray Bair, a DPE, doing a check
ride (yes I did say check ride) for Gary Johnson.
Richard Abruzzo was along to conduct Gary’s final
two lessons prior to his check ride. All of Gary’s
balloon experience has been in gas balloons although
he does hold a fixed wing certificate.
The balloons launched at sunrise, flew down the
Rio Grande valley until south of Albuquerque and
then did approaches, landings and other training or
check ride maneuvers until they where getting close to
White Sands Missile Range. Both balloons landed
prior to the restricted area and close to public roads.
These were not the longest flights, but we have two
more gas rated pilots. Congratulations to both Gary
Johnson and Scott Cummings.
■

Bruce Hale, Scott Cummings, Matt Guthrie and Nathan Hale
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Balloon Performance Model
by Peter Cuneo
Is there a reliable way to predict how much
ballast will be required to level out a balloon
descending at a given rate? What factors play a part
in making this prediction? How many minutes does
take to level out and how many feet of altitude are
lost during that time?
A list of factors that might be important in
answering these questions include: balloon envelope
size, MSL altitude, lifting gas type, atmospheric
conditions, ballasting sequence (whole bags or small
scoops) and envelope shape (spherical or natural). In
this article I have chosen to study two factors from the
above list (altitude and lifting gas type) while limiting
the discussion to 1,000 cu. m. (35,325 cu. ft.)
envelopes. I will present one previously published
formula followed by a computer model’s interpretation
of two different flight profiles.

Wörner’s Formula
The published formula for ballasting of a 1,000 cu.
m. balloon, found in the Wörner gas balloon manual,
on page 23 of the June, 1994 edition is:
B = D2 * 2.16
Example: For a 1,000 cu.m. envelope falling at
400 ft/min, square 4 (this is D in hundreds of ft/min)
and then multiply by 2.16. The result is 35 pounds of
ballast (B) needed to level off the descent.
The only factor from the above list that is
considered in this equation is envelope size. No
estimates are made of the time or altitude lost in
reaching level flight. Wörner gives similar equations
for other balloon sizes. (Note: I have converted
Wörner’s constants from metric to English units.)

Computer Model Results
To gain further insight into this topic, I next
resorted to that great substitute for true vision, a
computer model. This model has been developed
slowly over several years with help from Julian Nott
and others. Performance validation has been done by
comparing results to NSBF’s similar but much more
elaborate program SINBAD and to examples from
the Scientific Ballooning Handbook. Equations were
taken from the book, Aerostatics by Warner, 1926.
The computer models the effect of adiabatic cooling
and atmospheric drag but not inversions, solar heating
or other non-standard atmospheric conditions.
The following profiles are both for a 1,000 cu. m.
balloon, initially filled to 95% capacity, with a drag
coefficient of 1.0 (correct for a spherical balloon).

First Scenario
Figure 1 compares computer generated, simulated
barograph traces for helium and hydrogen balloons. The
equivalent of
20 pounds of
lift is valved
Helium
off at ten
minutes into
the flight while
Hydrogen
the balloons are
in equilibrium,
flying level at
5,000 ft MSL.
Figure 1
Both balloons
are allowed to
descend, initially dropping rapidly but soon slowing and
reaching a constant descent rate (20ft/min for helium
and 40ft/min for hydrogen) with no ballasting.
The smaller, bottom chart shows the temperature
difference between the ambient air and the lifting gas
(in °C) with a positive value indicating the lifting gas is
warmer than the outside air. Both balloons start at
equilibrium but adiabatic warming causes a rise in gas
temperature as the gas is compressed in the lower,
denser atmosphere. Due to chemical differences, the
helium and hydrogen both warm more rapidly than the
surrounding air. The balloon becomes superheated and
transient extra lift is generated. This lift slowly
dissipates as the gas cools back to the ambient air
temperature just as warm leftovers cool in a refrigerator.
Eventually as the balloons continue to fall, a balance
is reached between adiabatic warming and natural
cooling of the warm gas surrounded by the cooler
atmosphere. A final, constant descent rate is achieved
that is dependent on how fast this natural cooling
happens. I have assumed a cooling rate that dissipates
90% of the temperature difference in a two hour period.
This is based my experience of the time it takes for a
balloon to stabilize after undergoing cooling at sunset.

Second Scenario
In figure 2, two balloons rise after launching from
7,000ft MSL and reach an altitude of 10,000ft MSL at
eight minutes into the flight. Gas is then valved off to
achieve a 500ft/min descent two minutes later. At this
point, ten minutes into the flight, enough weight is
ballasted to cause the balloon to eventually reach
equilibrium. This is not the usual scenario for ballasting
during a gas flight but might represent a response to an
emergency situation. It is a simple first case for study.
Results of the model show that the hydrogen balloon
is rising at 107 ft/minute when 87 pounds of lift are
valved off and then two minutes later, 65 pounds of
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ballast are jettisoned. For helium the numbers are
143 ft/min, 98 pounds of lift and 53 pounds of ballast.

altitudes; 2) The hydrogen system weighed more than the
equivalent helium system because of its greater lift; 3)
For comparison, the dots at the far right side of each
chart (at the 20,000ft column) show values predicted by
the Wörner formula for each descent rate; 4) For slow
descent rates, negative ballast values indicate that instead
of ballasting, additional valving was required to stabilize
the system. This occurs when the descending, warming
gas in the envelope provides enough lift to reverse the
descent and induce a slight ascent.
Several conclusions can be drawn from figure 3: 1)
for this scenario, less ballast is required at higher altitudes
to stop equal decent rates; 2) hydrogen requires more
ballasting and valving than helium under equal
conditions. 3) Though not shown on the chart, leveling
times ranged from 13 to 19 minutes for hydrogen and 10
to 14 minutes for helium.

Valve at 10,000MSL, 8 minutes
Ballast at 10 minutes
Hydrogen
Helium

Figure 2
minutes

In the lower trace, the temperature imbalance
reaches an extreme value of -5°C for the hydrogen
system and -10°C for helium, but after ballasting, both
systems level off as the temperature balance is
restored.
Two questions posed at the start of the article can
now be answered (for this flight profile only!). Each
system falls about 2,500 feet while recovering from
the initial 500 foot per minute descent. The helium
system returns to level flight in about eleven minutes
while for hydrogen leveling takes about sixteen.
To generalize, this scenario was repeated for six
descent rates and six peak altitudes for helium and
hydrogen. Figure 3 shows the amount of ballast
required to regain level flight for each case.
Several comments are appropriate here: 1)
Envelope size is constant for all runs. Thus it was
necessary to reduce system weight to achieve higher

Overall Conclusions
These two results generate the following thoughts:
1) Any temperature imbalance between the ambient air
and the lifting gas has an impact on results. This
imbalance comes from prior flight maneuvers.
Altitude changes cause temperature imbalances that
only slowly dissipate over time.
2) The rate at which any temperature imbalance
naturally dissipates varies between systems and can
significantly change results.
3) The Wörner formula is roughly correct but is
subject to variations from outside factors.
4) A relatively small increase in descent rate
requires a significantly larger amount of ballast. This
confirms the quadratic in Wörner’s formula.
5) A new study starting with the systems at
temperature equilibrium and in level flight would be
interesting and should yield different results.
■
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Proposals Accepted for 2003 Gordon
Bennett Qualifier
The Balloon Federation of America Gas Division is
accepting proposals for the right to host the 2003
Gordon Bennett Gas Balloon Qualifier. Proposal
criteria are available from the Gas Division Chairman,
Richard Abruzzo (groms@sandiapeak.com or 6620
Paddington NE, Albuquerque, NM 87111). The
deadline for proposals will be June 1, 2003.

RE/MAX Balloon Celebration
"Race to Kitty Hawk"
Plans are moving ahead aggressively for the "Race
to Kitty Hawk", a special gas balloon event scheduled
during the RE/MAX Balloon Celebration at the U.S. Air
Force Museum located in Dayton, OH, July 4-6, 2003.
An anticipated 12-15 teams will compete.
RE/MAX has heard from some of the top balloonists in
the country and from a few friends outside the U.S. At
this point, RE/MAX is in the process of preparing a final
entry/ registration kit that will be sent to all registered
pilots in a few weeks.
In addition to event hosts, Joe Kittinger and Dave
Liniger, Mr. Steve Shope has accepted an invitation to
assist with the gas balloon race as well. Steve brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience to the team.
RE/MAX is excited about the prospect of
celebrating the one-hundredth anniversary of powered
flight with a historic gas balloon event launching just a
few miles from where the Wright Brothers did much of
their research during the early 1900's.
For additional information, please contact Mike
Reagan at mreagan@remax.net.

Gas Balloon for Sale
1986 GBN-41-1000 N767SP Sky Power 1,000 cm
Helium System, Ground Cloth, Inflation Bags, Flight
Bags, Valve, Net, Envelope, Load Ring, Gondola, Drag
Rope, No avionics; 6 Flights, With fresh annual;
$20,000 or best offer.
Rusty Elwell, Amarillo, Texas, 806-359-8019
RustyBK@aol.com

Reprinted* from the

Central Texas Ballooning Association –
Gas Division Newsletter (*with their approval)
Top six reasons to fly gas?
• You get to wear fishnet underwear & get away with it
• You can go 4 days without a shower or shaving
• Only one in ten million people in the U.S. do it
• Easy weight loss program
• You can own your own meteorologist
• You can make people drive across the United States,
turn around and drive back, for no apparent gain for
them. And, they appear to enjoy this punishment.

CIA Report
by Mark Sullivan

AA/AM Working Group
Entry process for gas balloons in the next World Air
Games at Chatellerault, France will be 2 per country (as per
S1 5.6.1).
47th Gordon Bennett rules were approved with minor
changes. Pilots will be required to carry a tracker that will
broadcast live time. In addition they will be required to carry a
back-up GPS in case of primary tracker and logger failure. The
event will be run from the 11th to 20th of September in Arc-etSenans, France. Check in will be Sept. 11th with the start
planned for Sept. 13th at 1900 hours. The BFA Gas Division
asked for a change of dates to September 6th, to allow the pilots
to fly “into the full moon”. This was not possible, due to fact
that Linde Gas was contracted to supply the hydrogen and had
already committed to the Warsteiner gas event also to be held
on the 6th. Mathjis deBruijn was approved as the Event
Director. To eliminate the problems in last year’s event
concerning countries open to fly into, the following procedure
was adopted.
Director shall submit list of open countries to AAWG
Chairman by June 15, 2003. No additions after that date. Any
countries not on the list from last year require letters granting
permission from Government Agency in local language.
Montgolfier Diplomas
Vincent & Jean-Francois Leys (France) were selected to
receive diplomas for best performance in the AA category. ■

Gas Balloons Needed:
If you are interested in renting your gas balloon to a foreign
pilot for the 8th America’s Challenge, contact Pat Brake at
Fiesta office, pjb@balloonfiesta.com or Mark Sullivan at
msullivan@nm.net
BFA Officers & Board Members
CHAIRMAN

Richard Abruzzo - term expires: 2004
groms@sandiapeak.com
VICE-CHAIRMAN

Bert Padelt - term expires: 2003
Bestavi@aol.com
SECRETARY

Tim Cole - term expires: 2005
tcole5631@aol.com
TREASURER

John R. Kugler - term expires: 2003
jethro@flynh3.com
DIRECTORS

Rusty Elwell - term expires: 2004 rustybk@aol.com
Troy Bradley - term expires: 2005 tbradley@highfiber.com
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Cheri’s Reminiscences of her 2002
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UPCOMING EVENT

July 3-6, 2003 RE/MAX Balloon Celebration in
Dayton, Ohio with a gas race from Dayton to Kitty
Hawk, NC.
September 13, 2003 47th Gordon Bennett start from
Arc-et-Senans, France
October 4-9, 2003 AIBF’s 8th America’s Challenge

GAS ON THE WEB
http://www.portdiscovery.org/generalinfo/balloon.
html
Tethered helium balloon @ 450ft AGL carries 30
people.
http://www.sirjasonwinters.com/before.htm
1969 Trans-Atlantic Attempt
http://www.microb.com/piccardexp2
Website for the Extreme Altitude Project
www.gasballooning.org
Now has ham licensing info, all 2002 America’s
Challenge flight tracks, PLUS back issues of the
Gas Division Newsletter.
www.balloonfiesta.com
AIBF web site
www.gordonbennett2003.org
http://www.coupegordonbennett.org
Websites for the 47th Gordon Bennett Race

FIRST CLASS

Peter Cuneo
1209 Florida Street NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110-6801
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